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Abstract 

 

Background 

PIPAC is a new treatment modality for peritoneal cancer which has been practiced and 

evaluated until very recently by few academic centers in a highly standardized manner. 

Encouraging oncological outcomes and the safety profile have led to widespread adoption. 

The aim of this study was to assess current PIPAC practice in terms of technique, treatment 

and safety protocol, and indications. 

 

Methods 

A standardized survey with 82 closed-ended questions was sent online to active PIPAC 

centers which were identified by help of PIPAC training centers and the regional distributors 

of the PIPAC-specific nebulizer. The survey inquired about center demographics (n=8), 

technique (n=34), treatment and safety protocol (n=34), and indications (n=6). 

 

Results 

Overall, 62 out of 66 contacted PIPAC centers answered the survey (response rate 93%). 27 

centers had performed >60 PIPAC procedures. A consensus higher than 70% was reached for 

37 items (50%), and higher than 80% for 28 items (37.8%). The topics with the highest 

degree of consensus were safety and installation issues (93.5% and 80.65%) while 

chemotherapy and response evaluation were the least consensual topics (63.7 and 59.6%). 

The attitudes were not influenced by volume, PIPAC starting year, type of activity, or 

presence of peritoneal metastases program. 
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Conclusion 

Homogeneous treatment standards of new techniques are important to guarantee safe 

implementation and practice but also to allow comparison between cohorts and multi-center 

analysis of merged data including registries. Efforts to avoid diversification of PIPAC 

practice include regular update of the PIPAC training curriculum, targeted research and a 

consensus statement.  
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Introduction 

 Pressurized intraperitoneal aerosol chemotherapy (PIPAC) has been developed as a 

treatment alternative for patients with various forms of peritoneal cancer[1,2]. Initial 

evaluation by the German pioneer center was followed by adoption of a handful of academic 

centers in Europe with high degree of standardization of the mostly empirical treatment 

protocol[3]. Due to excellent tolerance and safety profile as well as encouraging preliminary 

reports[4], interest was growing rapidly and a structured training curriculum was elaborated 

by clinical leaders of active training centers under the umbrella of the International Society of 

the Pleura and Peritoneum (ISSPP)[5] as a mandatory instruction before clinical practice. A 

very recently updated systemic review confirmed encouraging oncological outcomes but also 

pinpointed the exponential growth of PIPAC use all over the world and outside academic 

institutions [6]. The use of other types of intraperitoneal chemotherapy, especially 

hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC), has known not only tremendous clinical 

growth but also a high variability of applied protocols in terms of duration, drug choice, 

temperature [7] leading to difficult pooling of their data. 

There are hence issues of concern with regards to potential deviation from the current 

standardized PIPAC protocol which might induce safety questions but also undermine the 

credibility of multi-center evaluation of PIPAC treatment which is now the next mandatory 

step according to the IDEAL framework of surgical innovation [6,8,9]. 

The aim of the present study was to assess current PIPAC practice in terms of 

technique, treatment and safety protocols, and indications in all available international 

centers.  
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Methods 

A standardized survey on PIPAC practice was elaborated by the faculty members 

(n=5) during a one-day kick-off meeting before the ISSPP PIPAC training workshop in 

Montpellier in September 2019. The survey contains 82 questions (mostly closed-ended 

multiple-choice) on center demographics, surgical technique, safety aspects, details on drug 

regimens, administration of PIPAC, treatment protocols, indications and contraindications, 

and the PIPAC registry (online appendix). The items covered all crucial aspects of an 

efficacious and safe PIPAC treatment in a concise survey taking a median of 8 minutes (tested 

by the core team). Of note, no patient-sensible information was included in this survey, and 

ethical clearance was hence not necessary. 

The target population for this practice survey consisted of all the active PIPAC 

centers. PIPAC training centers and local distributors of the PIPAC-specific nebulizer were 

contacted to obtain names and email addresses of the leading physicians of active PIPAC 

centers. Cross-checks were performed by screening authors/centers of PubMed-listed 

publications on PIPAC. No center was voluntarily excluded from this study. 

The survey was formatted to fit to SurveyMonkey (SVMK Inc, San Mateo, CA), and 

sent online one by one via personal invitations highlighting purpose and importance of this 

inquiry. Non-responders were re-contacted twice, again by personal contact. The survey was 

closed 7 weeks after initial launch. 

 

Statistics and analysis 

Plain descriptive statistics were used to present the results of current PIPAC practice. 

Percentages were rounded to the nearest integer number. A comparison between experienced 

(>60 cumulative PIPACs performed) and novice centers was thought to be of interest. For this 

purpose, variables were reported as median and range. Categorical variables were compared 
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using Chi-square test and continuous variables using Mann Whitney test. Correlations were 

scrutinized using Pearson’s test. A two-sided alpha of 0.05 was used to indicate statistical 

significance. The statistical analysis was performed using Stata 16 software (StataCorp LLC, 

College Station, Texas, USA). 
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Results 

 

Participating centers 

Sixty-six active PIPAC centers were identified and 62 of them answered the survey 

giving a response rate of 93%. A total number of declared 5972 PIPACs procedures had been 

performed by all participating centers after removal of duplicates. The identified centers came 

from 20 countries (Figure 1). The median number of procedures per patient was 5.5 among 

centers (range 2-18). The median number of cumulative performed PIPAC was 41 (range 1-

999). Two institutions had exceptionally high volumes (>500 cases) while 25 institutions 

were considered high-volume (more than 60 PIPACs performed). Thirteen institutions were 

private centers. The median number of surgeons performing PIPAC in each center was two 

(range 1-10). Fifty-nine centers (95 %) had a program dedicated to peritoneal metastases 

(PM) and 57 centers (92%) also performed HIPEC in eligible cases. Three institutions started 

the program before 2015, eleven joined in 2015 and the diffusion of the technique continued 

with 8 centers in 2016, 12 in 2017, 13 in 2018, and 15 in 2019 respectively. 

All inquired aspects on current PIPAC practice are described in the supplementary 

material (online appendix). Some of the details will be highlighted by category of data. 

 

Surgical technique 

 The PIPAC technique was frequently based on the use of two trocars but two teams 

used the single-port access. Systemic use of balloon trocars was declared by 54 responders 

(87%). Thirty-tree teams (53 %) preferred the midline positioning of the trocars and 50 teams 

(80 %) always inserted the first trocar under the Hasson technique. US-guided trocar insertion 

was used by 4 centers (6%). In case of repeated PIPAC, 54 (87 %) centers favored the use of 

the same trocar sites.  
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Safety protocol 

 Thirty-fourth (55%) centers used the validated German safety protocol while 26 (42%) 

opted for the French safety protocol. PIPAC teams used advanced air ventilation systems 

(laminar or other). Eleven centers (17%) did not comply with advanced ventilation system 

requirements. The safety checklist was systematically used before PIPAC administration by 

95%. Limited adhesiolysis appeared to be acceptable for 39 participants (63%); in case of 

accidental bowel injury, 52 centers (84%) would defer PIPAC administration. Acceptance for 

concomitant surgical procedures is displayed in Figure 2. 

 

Response evaluation 

 During PIPAC, different modalities for assessing response to treatment were available 

and they were submitted to the respondents. Global consensus on response evaluation was 

59.6%. The different answers are reproduced in Table 1. Peritoneal Regression Grading 

Score (PRGS) was used by most teams (81%). Peritoneal cytology was systematically 

performed in 34% of cases.  

 

PIPAC protocol 

 The temperature of the cytotoxic drugs (room temperature, no heating) and the 

pressure settings (working pressure 12mmHg, maximal upstream pressure 290psi/20bar) were 

similar among responders (online appendix), but flow rate and administration time were 

different (Figure 3). The use of ePIPAC was recorded in 9 centers but under different 

durations and sequences (online appendix). 

 

Chemotherapy regimens 
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 Cisplatin-doxorubicin association (PIPAC CD) was used by 57 (92%) centers while 

oxaliplatin was used by 46 centers (74%). The preferred dose for PIPAC CD was cisplatin 

7.5mg/m2 and doxorubicin 1.5mg/m2 in 33 centers (53 %) and the phase-I recommended dose 

(cisplatin 10.5mg/m2 and doxorubicin 2.1mg/m2) in 24 centers (35%), respectively. For 

oxaliplatin- based PIPAC (PIPAC Ox), 8 centers (13%) used concomitant 5FU. When PIPAC 

CD was used, cisplatin was the first injected drug for 40 teams (64.5%). Mitomycin C at 

1.5mg/m2 was used by 6 centers (10%) and irinotecan (20mg/m2) by one single center. Thirty-

nine centers (63%) started with an intended number of 3 PIPACs, and continue thereafter 

either with 3 supplementary cycles (n=21, 35%) or one by one (n=39, 63%). The delay 

between systemic chemotherapy and PIPAC as well as potential association with anti-VEGF 

are presented in the online appendix. 

 

Indications for PIPAC 

 Indications for PIPAC according to active PIPAC centers are displayed for the 6 main 

oncological entities in Figure 4, according to the clinical setting (palliative treatment, 

neoadjuvant/induction treatment, adjuvant treatment, maintenance treatment, prophylactic 

administration). The respondents were also questioned about the recent changes in practice in 

the last 6 months before the survey. Indications (40%) and flow-rate (16 %) were the most 

frequently cited changes.  

 

Registry 

Forty-nine centers (79%) attached a high importance to having a PIPAC registry, but 

only 16 centers (26%) contributed into the previous registry. Main hurdles were time 

restraints (58 %), unresolved regulation issues (40 %), and costs (27 %). 
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Analysis of homogeneity 

After exclusion of the open-end items and of the demographical items, 79 closed-end 

items were to be answered. Consensus of more than 80% of the centers was encountered for 

28 items (35 %). Consensus of more than 70% of the centers was encountered for 37 items 

(47%). Median consensus rate was 69.5% and their variation by item is presented in Figure 5. 

When median consensus rates were compared among them, there was no statistical difference. 

When the percentages were compared, the safety consensus rate was significantly higher than 

the lowest two categories (chemotherapy and evaluation of the response) with p<0.01. When 

the lack of adhesion to the items with 80% consensus was considered, it did not correlate with 

the type of institution (public versus private), with the date of the PIPAC program start, nor 

with the volume of the institution (p>0.05) 
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Discussion 

The multiplication of protocols for locoregional administration of chemotherapy based 

on dose or duration variations is one of the dangers that deeply affected HIPEC [7] and led to 

the present survey concerning the practice of PIPAC. It was conducted in all identified active 

centers worldwide and demonstrated that the PIPAC procedure is performed with a uniform 

concern for safety but with an increasing variability related to surgical aspects, chemotherapy 

regimens and response evaluation. 

The current practice assessment was performed two years after the initial survey based 

on 832 procedures in 349 patients[3]. By the present time, more than 1800 procedures were 

systematically reviewed in the literature[6] and some centres accumulated as many as 1200 

procedures[10]. The current results are based on a declared cumulative experience of the 

interviewed centres of 5927 procedures which is significantly towering compared to the 

previous reports. 

The response rate was high (93%). A moderately high consensus (>70%) was 

identified for 47% of all items with a median consensus rate of 69.5%. These results indicate 

a rather good standardization of this technique. 

Nevertheless, we identified an increasing variability compared to the previous 

situation in regards that might be crucial to safety or efficacy. Whereas consensus on safety 

measures was significantly higher than in all other aspects, we still pointed out isolated 

situations where the checklist was not applied by either new-coming teams or experimented 

teams formed by a variety of surgeons. The almost equal distribution of safety protocols 

among French and German models is related to the validating course[5] followed by each 

team and to the national regulations. Thus, it is not a ground for heterogeneity as both 

protocols have proved their efficacy [11–13]. The same considerations apply regarding 
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institutional preferences for installation, access [14–16], closure and size of the camera as 

they probably have no implications on outcome.  

However discrepancies were noted concerning the use of chemotherapy, doses for 

PIPAC-Ox and PIPAC-CD, sequence planning and response evaluation. Initial drug 

associations for PIPAC were empirical [1,17] but Phase I studies concerning the phase-2 

recommended dose were already published for PIPAC CD [18] and are ongoing for PIPAC-

Ox [19,20] and Abraxane [21]. However, the current survey showed that the higher doses for 

PIPAC CD are almost as frequently applied as the initial doses. A potential explanation would 

be the lack of systemic chemotherapy in combination with PIPAC in the phase I study which 

favours good tolerance to the local drug administration. As some authors report association 

between PIPAC-CD and systemic chemotherapy [22] for non-ovarian malignancies, it is not 

yet known whether the phase I dose is as well tolerated in a combination treatment as in 

monotherapy. New technologies such as ePIPAC [23,24] or currently under-study molecules 

[25] are expected to increase variations as well while other factors such as flow-rate or 

pressure are currently empirically changed based on manufacturer recommendations but in 

the absence of reliable experimental data. 

A PIPAC expert Delphi consensus based on the current literature could address these 

issues in order to prevent further diversification of protocols in the absence of new evidence. 

Preservation of a standardized treatment protocol allows pooling of the data resulting in 

higher quality scientific evidence concerning PIPAC in the waiting of randomized controlled 

studies [26–28]. 

Evaluation of the treatment response for peritoneal metastases is challenging as 

several types of radiological examinations are needed to improve PCI estimation [29]. 

Laparoscopic evaluation was showed to underestimate the extent of PCI in colorectal PM [30] 

and δPCI was recently identified as in independent prognostic factor for OS after 
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cytoreductive surgery and HIPEC[31], although it may still represent a subjective 

measurement. PRGS was recently proposed and proved to be reproducible [32]. Even with 

limited evidence about its prognostic role [33], PRGS represents one of the directions of 

research concerning the response evaluation explaining the large proportion of centers (81%) 

routinely performing it. However, the fact that none of the current tools (radiology, 

laparoscopic PCI, δPCI, PRGS) are strongly validated for PM of different origins was 

reflected in the low global rate of consensus (59.6%) concerning modalities of response 

assessment. 

The declared cumulative experience of the centers involved in this study (n=5927 

procedures) is an indicator of the difference between the clinical numbers and the literature 

numbers for this procedure. Although the IDEAL evaluation for this technology emphasized 

the fact that many teams published their safety data (IDEAL stage 0 and 1) [8], based on these 

results we can infer that presently clinical data is available for large cohorts of patients and 

efficacy studies (IDEAL stage 2b). 

This analysis reported self-declared practice. In theory, the actual situation in the 

respective centers might be different, variable (multiple users) or might have experienced 

change over time. In practice, PIPAC is delivered in most centers at this early stage by one 

programme leader with clear institutional standard. Despite all efforts, probably not all active 

PIPAC centers have been reached by the survey. The authors are confident however, to have 

contacted the large majority of them covering a close to total number of performed PIPACs 

worldwide [6]. The high response rate of 93% should hence give a representative picture of 

current PIPAC practice. 

 In summary, homogeneous treatment standards are important especially for new 

techniques to allow for safe implementation and clinical practice but also to allow comparison 

between cohorts and multi-center analysis of merged data including registries. The present 
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study raised concerns about increasing diversification of PIPAC practice. Ongoing efforts 

aiming for standardization include regular update of the PIPAC training curriculum, targeted 

research and a consensus statement. 
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Table 1. Evaluation of the disease response during PIPAC cycles 

PCI evaluation Systematically 59 (95%) 

Sometimes 2 (3%) 

Missing answers 1 (2%) 

Biopsies Median number (range)  3 (1-4) 

3 biopsies 29 (47%) 

4 biopsies 21 (34%) 

Not a fixed number 11 (17%) 

Missing answers 1 (2%) 

Normal peritoneum Systematically 16 (26%) 

Occasionally 25 (40%) 

Never 20 (32%) 

Missing aswers 1 (2%) 

Biopsies in cases of repeated procedure  Same sites 17 (27%) 

Alternate sites 44 (71%) 

 

Missing answers 1 (2%) 

Pathological assessment PRGS 50 (81%) 

No 8 (13%) 

Other scores 3 (4%) 

Missing answers 1 (2%) 

Peritoneal cytology Systematically 21 (34%) 

Only if ascites 31 (50%) 

Never 9 (14) 

Missing 1 (2) 
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of the participating centers 

 

Figure 2. Acceptability of concomitant procedures during PIPAC 

Figure 3. Flow rate (a) and administration time (b) distribution  

Figure 4. PIPAC indications according to pathologic entity and clinical setting 

 

Figure 5. Variation of median consensus rates by tested category 
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ISSPP PIPAC study group – complete list: 

Julio Abba (Digestive Surgery, University Hospital Grenoble Alpes, Grenoble, France); 

Adnane Afifi (Surgical Oncology, Casablanca, Marocco); Michael Bau Mortensen 

(Department of Surgery, Odense Pancreas Center (OPAC), Odense University Hospital, 

Odense, Denmark); G. Bharath (Department of Surgical Oncology, Malleswaram, Bangalore, 

India); Aditi Bhatt (Department of Surgical Oncology, Zydus Hospital, Ahmedabad, India); 

Jimmy Bok Yan So (Department of Surgery, National University of Singapore, Yong Loo Lin 

School of Medicine,Singapore, Singapore); Andreas Brandl (Digestive Unit, Champalimaud 

Foundation, Lisbon, Portugal); Wim Ceelen (Department of GI Surgery and Cancer Research 

Institute Ghent (CRIG), Ghent University Hospital, Ghent, Belgium); Delia Cortes-Guiral 

(Department of Colorectal Surgery, King Khalid Hospital, Nejran, Saudi Arabia); Thomas 

Courvoiser (Department of Digestive Surgery, CHU Poitiers, Poitiers, France); Julien Coget 

(Department of Digestive Surgery, CHU Rouen, Rouen, France); Ignace H. de Hingh 

(Department of Surgery, Catharina Hospital, Eindhoven, the Netherlands); Jean-Baptiste 

Delhorme (Department of Digestive Surgery, CHU Hautepierre, Strasbourg, France); 

Suryanarayana S. V. Deo (Department of Surgical Oncology, Dr BRA IRCH, AIIMS, New 

Delhi 110029, India); Andrea di Giorgio (Department of Digestive Surgery, Fondazione 

Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli IRCCS, Rome, Italy); Frederic Dumont 

(Department of Surgical Oncology, Institut Cancérologique de l'Ouest, Saint Herblain, 

France); Cecilia Escayola (Division of Gynaecologic Surgery, Clinica del Pilar, Barcelona, 

Spain); Anne-Cécile Ezanno (Department of Surgery, HIA Begin, Saint Mandé, France); 

Johan Gagnière (Department of Hepato-biliary and digestive surgery, CHU Estaing, 

Clermont-Ferrand, France); Julio Galindo (Department of General and Digestive Surgery, 

Hospital Universitario Ramón y Cajal, Madrid, Spain); Torben Glatz (Department of General 
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and Visceral Surgery, Medical Center - University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany); Tarkan 

Jäger (Department of Surgery, Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, Austria); Maximilian 

Jarra (Department of General Surgery, Campus Virchow Klinikum, Charité, 

Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany); Ninad Katdare (Department of General 

Oncology, Sir H. N. Reliance Foundation Hospital and Research Centre, Mumbai, India); 

Vahan Kepenekian (Department of Digestive Surgery, Centre Hospitalier Lyon Sud, Lyon, 

France); Vladimir M. Khomyakov (Department of thoracoabdominal cancer surgery, P.A. 

Hertsen Moscow Oncology Research Center, Moscow, Russia); Konstantinos Kothonidis 

(Department of Digestive Surgery, CHR Val de Sambre, Sambreville, Belgium); Nathalie 

Laplace (Department of Digestive Surgery, Centre Hospitalier Lyon Sud, Lyon, France); 

Vincent Lavoue (Department of Gynecology, CHU Rennes, Rennes, France); Kuno Lehmann 

(Department of Surgery and Transplantation, University Hospital of Zurich, Zurich, 

Switzerland); Craig Lynch (Division of Cancer Surgery, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, 

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia); Sanket Mehta (Department of Surgical Oncology, Saifee 

Hospital, Mumbai, India); Bogdan Moldovan (Department of General Surgery, "Sf. 

Constantin" Private Hospital Braşov, Romania); Aviram Nissan (Department of General and 

Oncological Surgery-Surgery C, The Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Ramat 

Gan, Israel); Maciej Nowacki (Department of Surgical Oncology, Ludwik Rydygier's 

Collegium Medicum, Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun, Bydgoszcz, Poland); David 

Orry (Department of Surgical Oncology, Centre Georges-François Leclerc, Dijon, France); 

Gloria Ortega Pérez (Department of Surgical Oncology, MD Anderson, Madrid, Spain); Urs 

G. Pabst (Department of Surgery, Ruhr University Bochum, Bochum, Germany); Brice 

Paquette (Department of Digestive Surgery, CHU Jean Minjoz, Besançon, France); Marius 

Paskonis (Centre of Abdominal Surgery, Vilnius University Hospital Santariškių Klinikos, 

Vilnius, Lithuania); Pompiliu Piso (Department of General and Visceral Surgery, 
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Barmherzige Brueder Hospital Regensburg, Regensburg, Germany); Marc Pocard 

(Department of Digestive and Visceral Surgery, APHP Lariboisière, Paris); Beate Rau 

(Department of Surgery, Campus Virchow-Klinikum and Charité Campus Mitte, Charité-

Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Germany); Marc Reymond (Department of Surgery, University of 

Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany); Frederic Ris (Division of Digestive Surgery, University 

Hospitals of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland); Manuela Robella (Unit of Surgical Oncology, 

Candiolo Cancer Institute-FPO, IRCCS, Turin, Italy); José Silvestre-Rodriguez (Department 

of General Surgery, Hospital Universitario de Gran Canaria Dr. Negrin, Las Palmas de Gran 

Canaria, Spain); Shivendra Singh (Department of Gastro-intestinal Oncosurgery & Liver 

Transplantation, Rajiv Gandhi Cancer Institute, New Delhi, India); S. P. Somashekhar 

(Department of Surgical Oncology, Manipal Comprehensive Cancer Center, Manipal 

Hospital, Bangalore, India); Claudio Soravia (Laparoscopic Robotic Surgery, Clinique 

Générale-Beaulieu, Geneva, Switzerland); Isabelle Sourrouille (Department of Surgical 

Oncology, Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France); Abelkader Taibi (Department of 

Digestive Surgery, CHU Dupuyren, Limoges, France); Clemens Tempfer (Department of 

Obstetrics and Gynecology, Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Bochum, Germany); Jared Torkington 

(Department of General Surgery, University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff, United-Kingdom); 

Giuseppe Vizzielli (Division of Gynecologic Oncology, Catholic University of the Sacred 

Heart, Rome, Italy); Wouter Willaert (Department of GI Surgery and Cancer Research 

Institute Ghent (CRIG), Ghent University Hospital, Ghent, Belgium). 

 
















